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Beam-based validation of settings
(B. Salvachua)
Updated robustness limits for collimator materials
(A. Bertarelli)
Collimator hierarchy limits: assumptions and
impact on machine protection and performance
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Many thanks to the speakers!
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!

- Outstanding questions about new fast vacuum valves being addressed

2. Main hardware change for collimators: new design with integrated BPM! (next talks)
3. Clearly, verification of settings remains a very hot topic for movable devices
! - Isolated problems, but potentially very critical. Check, check, check (see also next talk)
!
!

- Still some LSA weaknesses related to setting management, affected in particular injection
- Some safety conditions still rely on the manual actions from shift crew.

4. Need to decide on new limits versus IP beam separation for collimators.
! - Implementation details to be sorted out (COD monitoring). Worth doing it, on my opinion.
5. Conditions for critical settings preparation/validation were not always ideal.
Enforcing improvement for the operation at 7 TeV (safety risk vs machine efficiency).
6. Questions arising:
! - Check TCT losses during squeeze: scaling to 7 TeV and comparing to BCM thresholds
!
!

for preparation of optics changes in stable beams
- More responsibility to OP for validation of critical systems?
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Settings generation and management
1. New software for setting checks seems adequate to address problems encountered.
!
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- Some improvements in the pipeline for post-LS1
- Extend it to injection protection? Teams separated for the moment.
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3. Very active discussion about operational displays. Definitely adequate for expert
usage but could be improved for shift crew operation.
! - Make them simpler (go / no-go)? Operation “easiness” versus diagnostics
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- Propose to change collimator display with a mode-dependent summary status
- Proposed action to appoint someone in OP (or a mini-team) to provide feedback!
- Will OP start using the ALARMS? Will never be improved if nobody uses it!
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3. Very active discussion about operational displays. Definitely adequate for expert
usage but could be improved for shift crew operation.
! - Make them simpler (go / no-go)? Operation “easiness” versus diagnostics
!
!
!

- Propose to change collimator display with a mode-dependent summary status
- Proposed action to appoint someone in OP (or a mini-team) to provide feedback!
- Will OP start using the ALARMS? Will never be improved if nobody uses it!

4. Online model and aperture meter. Useful or not?
! - Certainly important for MDs, less clear for standard operation.
!
!
!

- Clearly, should try to recuperate the useful component of existing tools
- G. Roy following up the requirement -> dedicate discussion in a month or so (OP+ABP...)
- Need someone to react quickly with ad hoc software implementation (Qʼ, BB footprint...)
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Beam loss strategy
1. Great improvement for betatron loss maps, thanks to the ADT.
!
!
!
!

- Very efficient commissioning / alignment / verification in single fills
- Excitation of individual 25 ns bunches and fine gain control open the possibility of regular
loss maps in standard fills
- Implication on MP must be addressed - no obvious show stopped.
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- Excitation of individual 25 ns bunches and fine gain control open the possibility of regular
loss maps in standard fills
- Implication on MP must be addressed - no obvious show stopped.

2. If the strategy for off-momentum loss maps and asynch dumps is kept, this will limit!
!
!

- Need to review critically how many cases we really need for off-momentum validation
- Improvements seem within reach, but need beam tests. RF team can help again?

3. Online monitoring to speed up validation
! - Always many ideas on understanding better regular losses. Hierarchy monitoring.
!
!
!

- Regular monitoring already used, but might be improved and made systematically.
- Can regular losses ever replace the “clean” dedicated losses?
- Were we really limited by loss maps?
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!
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3. Updated limits for 7 TeV: 5x109 p for damage onset; above 1011 p might have to
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! - Not much dependent on emittance and impact parameter.
!

- Rely on energy deposition extrapolations to 7 TeV - no big uncertainty expected

4. Clearly, need to review the collimation commissioning at 7 TeV!
5. New panel of candidate materials for future collimators is being compiled
! - Building a database, including equations of state!
!

- HRM tests should continue. Would be interesting to address ion beam damage.

6. Starting a mini-WG attached to CWG to draw an executive summary and to feed
these new results back into the strategy for collimation upgrades (review end of May)
! - Including aspects related impedance, cleaning, OP aspects...
7. In parallel, studies of high radiation doses (swelling) are ongoing (Kurchatov, BNL)
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2. Are we safer for TCTs and triplet during an asynchronous dump with 3000 bunches
than during a setup with pilots??
3. Betastar reach in LS1 ranges from 31cm to 60cm, depending on how we can use
the BPM collimator design. Relying still on old assumptions, not yet on good news
from updated simulations.
! - Need time to learn how to use the BPM. Start conservative.
!
!

- Automatic setup based on BPMʼs will NOT come over night!
- Impedance considerations with nominal settings in IR7 being addressed separately.
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from updated simulations.
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!
!

- Automatic setup based on BPMʼs will NOT come over night!
- Impedance considerations with nominal settings in IR7 being addressed separately.

4. Open points for discussion/actions:
! - Address effect on the MQX magnet for different TCT retractions
!

- Ideas to conceive new optics to improve further the phase advances.

5. Consider with high priority the possibility to build few collimators with new materials
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